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Application of Stochastic Optimal Control to Financial Market Debt Crises

Abstract

This interdisciplinary paper explains how mathematical techniques of stochastic optimal control can be applied to the recent subprime mortgage crisis. Why did the financial markets fail to anticipate the recent debt crisis, despite the large literature in mathematical finance concerning optimal portfolio allocation and stopping rules? The uncertainty concerns the capital gain, the return on capital and the interest rate. An optimal debt ratio is derived where the drift is probabilistic but subject to economic constraints. The crises occurred because the market neglected to consider pertinent economic constraints in the dynamic stochastic optimization. The first constraint is that the firm should not be viewed in isolation. The optimizer should be the entire industry. The second economic constraint concerns the modeling of the drift of the price of the asset. The vulnerability of the borrowing firm to shocks from the capital gain, the return to capital or the interest rate, does not depend upon the actual debt/net worth per se. Instead it increases in proportion to the difference between the Actual and Optimal debt ratio, called the excess debt. A general measure of excess debt is derived and I show that it is an early warning signal of the recent crisis.
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“How can it be that mathematics is, being after all a product of human thought independent of experience, is so admirably adapted to objects of reality?” (A. Einstein)
APPLICATION OF STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL TO FINANCIAL MARKET DEBT CRISSES

Jerome L. Stein

When the subprime credit crisis of 2007 occurred, triple-A assets were downgraded to junk status within a few weeks or even a few days. The rating agencies are at the center of the current crisis as many investors relied upon their ratings for the diverse financial and complex credit instruments. Why did the “Quants” and the credit markets fail to anticipate the recent debt crises, despite the large literature in mathematical finance concerning portfolio optimization?

The rating process related the bond rating to the probability of default. One approach is to estimate a cumulative probability distribution of cash flows, based upon a mean and variance derived from historical experience. A value at risk VaR at the 1% level is derived. The probability is 1% that the loss would exceed this value. As the estimated cumulative probability distribution shifts to the left, the VaR probability of default rises. The rating would decline or the value of required collateral increases. Industry wide risk, where the returns on the portfolios of many firms are highly correlated, was ignored. Implicitly it was assumed that markets are extremely liquid. These assumptions were belied in the crisis of 2007–2008. The methods of deriving a cumulative probability distribution and the VaR approach were questionable.

The mathematical finance literature takes a different approach. In that literature, the stock price is modeled with a probabilistic drift plus a geometric Brownian Motion term. As a rule the criterion function is the maximization of the expected logarithm of the stock price or a portfolio of stocks over some horizon. The aim of most authors is to derive optimal stopping or switching rules, given that the drift will change at some unknown time. In other cases, the aim was to determine the optimal portfolio allocation, based upon a probabilistic and unobserved drift plus a Brownian Motion term. A general problem is to find an alarm/early warning signal when to take some action. Alternative strategies are proposed to determine when the drift has changed.

Blanchet-Scalliet et al (B-S) derive an optimal portfolio allocation, given that the drift will change only once at some unknown time. They contrast three approaches to determine what is an appropriate "alarm signal" when to take some action. In one, the optimization is based upon a misspecified model where future changes are ignored. The second is non-theoretical. A

---

1 Crouhy et al is a basic reference for a description of the subprime mortgage crisis and the players involved.
moving average is used to estimate when the drift has changed. Trading rules are just based upon the history of the asset price. The third are two model-detect strategies. The main mathematical tool used to obtain these two stopping rules is the process $F_t$, the conditional probability that the unknown change in the drift has already occurred. For each procedure, the trader decides to switch his stock portfolio when $F_t$ is bigger than a given quantity. They use simulations to evaluate which approach is optimal.

In Rishel’s model (2006) the drift changes back and forth in a probabilistic way, and there is an added Brownian Motion term to the stock price. He determines the optimal selling time of the stock. Like B-S, he uses the conditional probability that the trend has changed, based upon nonlinear filtering results that involve the history of the price and the current innovation. These two papers are related to the work of Lister and Shiryaev, Karatzas and Shreve and the Kalman filter involving nonlinear filtering for hidden Markov chains. Zhang’s model is similar to Rishel’s. Zhang derives a set of target prices and stop loss limits. The stock is sold when the price reaches either one of these limits. Beckmann’s model concerns a stock that pays a dividend and where the logarithm of the price follows a Brownian Motion with drift. The alternative to holding the stock is a safe asset with a fixed interest rate. He determines when it is optimal to sell the stock. His paper determines an optimal switching rule, particularly when there is no drift, and is a useful introduction to the switching analysis. The papers by Platen-Rebello and Bielecki-Pliska assume that the logarithm of the stock price has a trend plus a Brownian Motion term. The trend is ergodic mean reverting. The object is to determine the optimal portfolio of the risky stock and safe asset. Analyses of applications of stochastic optimal control (SOC) to mathematical finance are in Fleming (1999), Fleming and Soner 2006) and in Yin and Zhang (2004).

A focus upon the optimum debt ratio is more general than the switching/limit price/stop loss approach for the following reason. The ratio of debt/net worth is equal to the ratio of the risky asset/net worth minus one. Therefore variations in the debt ratio correspond 1-1 to variations in the ratio of risky assets/net worth. Switching between the stock and the safe asset mean variations in the debt ratio. Hence the determinants of the optimal debt ratio in continuous time when the drift is probabilistic correspond to the determinants of the switching in continuous time between the risky and the safe asset.
This interdisciplinary paper is designed to explain how the mathematical techniques of stochastic optimal control can be applied to the economics underling the recent debt crises. The challenges are how to model the economic phenomena, how to evaluate what are the strengths and weaknesses of alternative mathematical approaches and then derive empirical early warning signals of crises. This interdisciplinary paper is aimed at both applied mathematicians who are looking for applications of the mathematics and to those who may be looking for analytical tools for purposes of policy or debt management.

There are several features of the approach in this paper. First: The investors are assumed to be the industry as a whole. The focus is upon systemic risk. This builds in the correlations among the returns. The mathematical finance literature concerning credit risk used by the “Quants” is mainly concerned with transferring risk to other institutions quickly and at negligible cost. When the risk is systemic, the entire group is in trouble. Firms own huge shares of other firms. When the market sank, there was a domino effect. The insurance companies were also vulnerable, and no one can save the other. Second, the optimizer is assumed to be very risk averse. An infinite penalty is placed upon bankruptcy. Third, the failure of Long term Capital Management\(^2\) (LTCM) should have taught Wall Street and investors that even models designed by geniuses are subject to error and uncertainties. One can never be sure what is the correct way to model the stochastic processes. I first present a general stochastic optimization model and then analyze special cases. I derive a relation between errors of measurement of the optimal debt, resulting from model uncertainty, and the loss of expected growth.

My focus and example are based upon the sub-prime mortgage crisis\(^3\) of 2007. The crisis occurred because the market neglected to consider the above features. The vulnerability of the borrowing firm and the entire industry to shocks from either the return to capital, the interest rate or capital gain does not depend upon the current ratio of debt/net worth. Instead the vulnerability depends upon the difference between the Current and Optimal debt ratios, called the excess debt. The optimal debt ratio may be time varying. A general measure of excess debt is derived and I show that it is an early warning signal of the recent mortgage crisis.

\(^2\) The book by Lowenstein describes the LTCM history in a clear and dramatic way.

\(^3\) The agricultural debt crisis of the 1980s followed a similar pattern. See Stein (2004).
1. Sketch of The Crisis

Bubbles are based upon anticipated but non-sustainable capital gains that are not closely related to the net productivity of capital. As a consequence, the rising debt payments/net income makes the system more vulnerable to shocks either from the capital gains, productivity of capital or the interest rate. A crisis then occurs with bankruptcies and defaults.

Crouhy et al and Gerardi et al provide detailed descriptions of the sub-prime mortgage crisis of 2006-2007. Demyanyk and Van Hemert utilized a data-base containing information about one half of all subprime mortgages originated between 2001 and 2006. They explored to what extent the probability of delinquency/default can be attributed to different loan and borrower characteristics and appreciation of housing price. The relevant variables are graphed in normalized form in figure 1.

From 1998-2005 rising home prices produced capital gains (CAPGAIN) more than two standard deviations above average, which increased owner equity. This induced a supply of mortgages, and the totality of household financial obligations as a percent of disposable personal income (DEBTRATIO) rose by two standard deviations. In about 45-55% of the cases, the purpose of the sub-prime mortgage taken out in 2006 was to extract cash by refinancing an existing mortgage loan into a larger mortgage loan. The quality of loans declined. The share of loans with full documentation substantially decreased from 69% in 2001 to 45% in 2006 (Demyanyk and Van Hemert). The low interest rates and rises in housing prices and owner equity induced a demand for mortgages by banks, financial intermediaries and hedge funds, which were searching for higher returns. Financial intermediaries and funds held packages of mortgage-backed securities either directly as asset-backed securities or indirectly through investment in central funds. The purchases were financed by short-term bank loans. The financial intermediaries, the hedge funds and the banks thought that expected return was rising relative to risk, because equity was rising due to the rise in home prices.

The large capital gains from 2003 – 2005 fell drastically from 12.2% pa in 2006q1 to 1.79% pa in 2007q3. The delinquency rates in 2006, for each age of mortgage, were the highest in the previous five years. Figure 1 shows that the capital gain was the lowest over the period.

Many borrowers had little equity in their homes and found it difficult to sell or to refinance, because the debt exceeded the market value of the home. It was cheaper to default and avoid debt service than to rent new housing. Financial intermediaries and investors who
purchased packages of sub-prime loans or bought securities backed by them reported billions of dollars of losses. The massive unwinding of positions by highly leveraged investors such as hedge funds pushed the prices of both low and high quality sub-prime securities lower. All of the firms have to mark-to-market to the fire-sale prices. This created a domino effect. Equity was further reduced, and the debt/equity ratio of borrowers and financial intermediaries rose. Banks and financial intermediaries reacted by reducing the supply of credit to the economy, and induced the Federal Reserve to change its monetary policy, the Treasury to advocate a bail-out of the banking industry and the Congress to support the housing industry.

Figure 1. Mortgage Market Bubble. Normalized variables = (variable – mean)/standard deviation. CAPGAIN = 4q appreciation of single-family US Housing prices HPI, Office Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO); Household debt ratio DEBTRATIO = household financial obligations as a percent of disposable income. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, FRED, Series FODSP.

According to the survey reported by Gerardi et al, there was agreement among the rating agencies that if housing prices fell drastically, say 10-15%, there would be a dramatic increase in problems in the subprime market. Table 1/histogram below shows that the annual change of housing prices since 1992 was never negative. Since the probability of such an event was
deemed extremely low, the expected price change was positive. The onset of the crisis can be
dated in the second quarter of 2007 when the cost of insuring subprime backed securities rose
dramatically. On May 17, 2007 Ben Bernanke stated: “We do not expect significant spillovers
from the subprime market to the rest of the economy or the financial system.”

Alan Greenspan’s testimony before Congress in October 2008 is very important. He
admitted that he had put too much faith in the self-correcting power of the free markets and had
failed to anticipate the self-destructive power of wanton mortgage lending. He stated that: “This
modern risk-management paradigm held sway for decades. The whole intellectual edifice,
however, collapsed in the summer of last year”.

The market, the Federal Reserve, investors and rating agencies lacked a theoretically
consistent model/method of analysis that would provide adequate Early Warning Signals (EWS)
of a forthcoming crisis. I apply several techniques in the mathematical literature of stochastic
optimal control (SOC) to derive an optimal debt in an environment where there are risks on both
the asset and liabilities sides.

1.1. Outline of the paper

The mortgage debt crisis involved borrowers, financial intermediaries, banks, brokerage
houses, hedge funds, insurance companies and ultimate investors. The shocks that affected one
firm simultaneously affected the others. The failure of one component led to the failure of
another one downstream. It was like an epidemic. For this reason my analysis focuses upon the
entire industry, which is the aggregate of financial intermediaries. What is an excess debt for the
aggregate of the financial intermediaries? How should the optimizer/decision maker evaluate the
debt and net worth of the financial intermediary over a period, a horizon of length T from the
present t = 0? An optimization must balance risk against expected return.

The optimal debt/net worth, or optimal capital requirement, will depend upon the
underlying stochastic processes. The crises have occurred because the market made untenable
assumptions about the underlying stochastic processes. In part 2, I present a general stochastic
model and solve for the optimal ratio of debt/net worth\(^4\). Particular models differ concerning the
specification of the probabilistic drift. One can never be sure of what is the correct model for

\(^4\) The method of analysis used in this paper has its origins in Fleming and Stein (2004).
Applications to international finance and debt of this method are in Stein (2005), (2006).
optimization. There will always be an error of measurement of what is the “true” optimal debt ratio. We therefore derive a relation between errors of measurement of the optimal debt resulting from model uncertainty and the loss of expected growth of net worth. Part 2 contains the basic mathematical structure.

Three models are presented. Optimization Model I, a special case of the general model, imposes a long run economic constraint on the drift to preclude a “free lunch”. A “free lunch” occurs when the trend of the capital gains exceeds the rate of interest. One continually borrows and spends, refinances the loan and pays the interest from the capital gain. A situation where there is a “free lunch”, or “money machine” where the capital gains exceeds the rate of interest, is not sustainable. Model I is solved in part 3 for the optimal ratio of debt/net worth and for the maximum expected growth of net worth.

Optimization Model II, which is the subject of part 4, imposes shorter run constraints on the probabilistic drift. Model III presented in Part 5 explains how a Bayesian approach which fails to impose either of these constraints led to the bubble and subsequent crisis. There is reason to believe that this model describes the market behavior.

The conclusions are as follows. (a) The ratio debt/net worth per se is not a significant explanation of defaults. (b) As the debt ratio exceeds the derived optimum, the expected growth of net worth declines, risk rises relative to expected return and default becomes ever more likely. Part 6 applies the mathematical analysis in the earlier parts to the mortgage debt crisis. We derive early warning signals EWS of a debt crisis, consistent with constrained optimization models I and II, and show how the excess debt led to the mortgage debt crisis. This paper shows how the techniques of stochastic optimal control can be fruitfully applied to an important and timely economic problem.

2. A General Intertemporal Optimization Model

2.1. Basic equations

The financial intermediary has a net worth $X(t)$ equal to the value of assets or capital $K(t)$ less debt $L(t)$, equation (1). Capital $K(t) = P(t)Q(t)$ is the product of a deterministic physical quantity $Q(t)$ times the stochastic price $P(t)$ of the capital asset.

$$X(t) = K(t) - L(t) = P(t)Q(t) - L(t).$$
Equation (2) or (2a) is a flexible criterion function. The optimizer wants the financial intermediary to be profitable and generate a high return to the stockholders, but is very risk averse. He places a heavy penalty on a debt that would lead to a zero net worth, bankruptcy where net worth \( X = 0 \). Equation (2a) satisfies these criteria since the object is to maximize the expected growth of net worth and where bankruptcy \( X(T) = 0 \) implies that \( W = E \ln \frac{X(T)}{X(0)} \) is minus infinity. The asterisk denotes the maximum value.

\[
\begin{align*}
(2) & \quad W^*(X,T) = \max_f E \ln \frac{X(T)}{X(0)}, \quad f = \frac{L}{X} = \text{debt/net worth} \\
(2a) & \quad E [X(T)] = X(0) e^{W(X,T)}
\end{align*}
\]

The control variable is the debt ratio \( f(t) = \frac{L(t)}{X(t)} \). The optimizer attempts to determine the optimal debt ratio, or the optimum leverage to satisfy eqn.(2). The next steps are to explain the stochastic differential equation for net worth, relate it to the debt ratio, and specify what are the sources and characteristics of the risk and uncertainty.

In view of equations (1), (2), focus upon the change in net worth \( dX(t) \) of the financial intermediaries. It is the equal to the change in capital \( dK(t) \) less the change in debt \( dL(t) \). The change in capital \( dK(t) = d(P(t)Q(t)) \) equation (3) has two components. The first is the change due to the change in price of capital asset, which is the capital gain or loss, \( K(t)(dP(t)/P(t)) \) term. The second is investment \( I(t) = P(t)dQ(t) \) the change in the quantity times the price.

\[
\begin{align*}
(3) & \quad dK(t) = d(P(t)Q(t)) = Q(t)dP(t) + P(t)dQ(t) = K(t)dP(t)/P(t) + I(t)
\end{align*}
\]

The change in debt \( dL(t) \), equation (4), is the sum of expenditures less income. Expenditures are the debt service \( i(t)L(t) \) at interest rate \( i(t) \), plus investment \( I(t) = P(t)dQ(t) \) plus the sum of consumption, dividends and distributed profits \( C(t) \). Income \( Y(t) = \beta(t)K(t) \) is the product of capital \( K(t) \) times \( \beta(t) \) its productivity.

\[
\begin{align*}
(4) & \quad dL(t) = i(t)L(t) + P(t)dQ(t) + C(t) - \beta(t)K(t).
\end{align*}
\]

Combining these effects, the change in net worth \( dX(t) = dK(t) - dL(t) \) is equation (5).

\[
\begin{align*}
(5) & \quad dX(t) = dK(t) - dL(t) = K(t)[dP(t)/P(t) + \beta(t) dt] - i(t)L(t) dt - C(t) dt.
\end{align*}
\]

Since net worth is capital less debt, equation (6) describes the dynamics of net worth equation (5) in terms of the ratio \( f(t) = L(t)/X(t) \) of debt net worth and consumption ratio \( c(t) = C(t)/X(t) \geq 0 \). Since capital/net worth \( k(t) = K(t)/X(t) = (1+f(t)) \), the control variable could be either the debt ratio or the capital ratio.

\[
\begin{align*}
(6) & \quad dX(t) = X(t) \{(1 + f(t)) [dP(t)/P(t) + \beta(t) dt] - i(t) f(t) dt - c(t) dt \}.
\end{align*}
\]
A simplifying assumption is that the outflow consumption, distributed profits and dividends are paid from the current productivity of capital, equation (7). If the latter is negative, then $c(t) = 0$.

(7) $c(t) = \beta(t) \geq 0$.

In that case, the stochastic differential equation (6) becomes (8).

(8) $dX(t) = X(t)[(1+f(t))(1/P(t))dP(t) + (\beta(t) - i(t))f(t)dt]$

The optimization of (2) subject to (8) depends upon the stochastic processes underlying the $dP(t)/P(t)$, $\beta(t)$ and $i(t)$ variables. The productivity of capital $\beta(t)$ and interest rate $i(t)$ are always observable but change over time. However the change in price $dP(t)$ from $t$ to $t+dt$ is unpredictable, given all the information through present time $t$.

A very important consideration is the model for the prices $P(t)$. In order to take into account the ups and downs of the market, the model should allow periods in which prices have increasing trends and periods in which prices have decreasing trends. We shall consider models for prices that have these increasing and decreasing trends. For each of these models the differential of the prices has the form

(9) $dP(t) = P(t)(a(t) dt + \sigma dw(t))$

Where $w(t)$ is a Brownian motion and the drift process $a(t)$ is a slowly varying random process which can have both positive and negative values. The positive periods of $a(t)$ are periods of relative growth of prices, the negative periods of $a(t)$ are periods of relative decline of prices. The Brownian motion $w(t)$ gives the rapid short term variation of the prices.

In the general model we derive the optimal debt ratio, without specifying what is the explicit value $a(t)$ of the time varying drift. In part 3/Model I, the price equation (9) is specified to be an ergodic mean reverting process and thereby an explicit value for the drift $a(t)$ is obtained. Then using this value, the optimal debt ratio is derived for Model I. This is our preferred model. Part 4 concerns Model II. On the other hand, as explained in part 5 below, market Model III based upon a Bayesian analysis assumed an unsustainable value for $a(t)$, the drift, which led to the bubble and subsequent collapse.
2.2. Optimization in the general Model

Consider the problem of choosing the debt ratio $f(t)$ as a function of the past values of the price $P(t)$, the interest rate $i(t)$, and the productivity of capital $\beta(t)$ to maximize the expected value of the logarithm of net worth at a fixed final time $T$, criterion (2) above

$$\max_{f(t)} E[\ln X(T)], \quad X(0) = 1.$$ 

This choice is to be made subject to $X(t)$ being a solution of equation

$$dX(t) = X(t)[(1+f(t))a(t) + (\beta(t) - i(t))f(t)]dt + X(t)(1+f(t))\sigma dw(t).$$

When $a(t)$ can be determined from past values of the prices $P(t)$, the choice of $f(t)$ can depend on the information set $\mathcal{I}(t) = \{P(t), i(t), \beta(t), a(t)\}$.

To carry out this optimization notice that (10) and Ito’s differential rule imply

$$d \ln X(t) = [(1+f(t))a(t) + (\beta(t) - i(t))f(t)]dt + (1+f(t))\sigma dw(t) - \frac{1}{2}(1+f(t))^2 \sigma^2 dt.$$ 

Or in integrated form

$$\ln X(T) = \ln X(0) + \int_0^T [(1+f(\tau))a(\tau) + (\beta(\tau) - i(\tau))f(\tau) - \frac{1}{2}(1+f(\tau))^2 \sigma^2 ] d\tau + \int_0^T (1+f(\tau)) \sigma dw(\tau).$$

Thus taking expected values,

$$E[\ln X(T)] = \ln X(0) + E[\int_0^T \{ (1+f(t))a(t) + (\beta(t) - i(t))f(t) - \frac{1}{2}(1+f(t))^2 \sigma^2 \} dt]$$

The integrand in (13) is maximized when

$$a(t) + \beta(t) - i(t) - (1+f(t)) \sigma^2 = 0.$$ 

Thus $f^*(t)$ in equation (15) is the optimum (denoted by an asterisk) debt ratio in the general case.

$$f^*(t) = \frac{a(t) + \beta(t) - i(t) - \sigma^2}{\sigma^2}.$$ 

It depends upon information set $\mathcal{I}(t)$, the current observations of productivity of capital $\beta(t)$ interest rate $i(t)$, and the past history of prices. The specification of the price equation (9) for the alternative models determines what is the appropriate value of $a(t)$ the drift. The value of the drift $a(t)$ thereby obtained is substituted in eqn. (15) to obtain the optimal debt ratio for the alternative models.

2.3. Model Uncertainty, Excess Debt and Vulnerability to Shocks: General Case

Optimal risk management should focus upon the debt ratio $f(t) = L(t)/X(t)$ that maximizes the expected growth of the logarithm of net worth. This is a risk averse strategy for reasons explained in eqn. (2a). Risk management should avoid having debt ratios where the expected growth of the logarithm of net worth is very low or negative. Define the excess debt $\Psi(t) = (f(t) - f^*(t))$ as the difference between the observed actual debt ratio $f(t)$ and the optimal debt ratio.
In this part, we derive an equation for the excess debt in the general case and show that the greater the excess debt the lower is the expected growth rate of net worth.

One can never be sure of what is the correct model for optimization. There will always be an error of measurement of what is the “true” optimal debt ratio. We therefore derive a relation between errors of measurement of the excess debt resulting from model uncertainty and the loss of expected growth of net worth. We then illustrate them using figure 2.

The growth of net worth over a short period, equation (11) for the general case, is written as eqn. (16). The corresponding expected growth is eqn. (16a). The variance of d[ln X(t)] is eq. (16b).

\[ d[ln X(t)] = W(f(t)) + (1+f(t)) \sigma dw \]  
\[ W(f(t)) = E[d ln(X(t))] = (1+f(t)) a(t) + (\beta(t) - i(t)) \cdot f(t) - (1/2)(1+f(t))^2 \sigma^2 \]  
\[ \text{Expected Growth} \]  
\[ \text{var} d[ln X(t)] = (1+f(t))^2 \sigma^2 dt \]

The relation between excess debt \( \Psi(t) = (f(t) - f^*(t)) \) and the difference \([W^*(t) - W(t)]\) between maximal and actual expected growth is derived as follows. The expected growth of net worth \( W(f(t)) \) is a quadratic function of the debt ratio \( f(t) \), which is graphed in figure 2. Since \( W(f(t)) \) is quadratic in \( f(t) \), it has a three term Taylor expansion, eqn. (17), about \( f^*(t) \), the optimum value.

\[ W(f(t)) = W(f^*(t)) + W'(f^*(t))(f(t) - f^*(t)) + (1/2)W''(f^*(t)) (f(t) - f^*(t))^2 \]

It attains a maximum \( W^*(t) = W(f^*(t)) \) when the debt ratio is optimal at \( f^*(t) \), as defined in eqn. (15) for the general model. Hence \( W'(f^*(t)) = 0 \) and \( W''(f) = -\sigma^2 \).

It follows that the difference between the maximum expected growth \( W(f^*) \) and the actual growth \( W(f) \) is equation (18). It is proportional to \( \Psi(t)^2 \) the square of the excess debt.

\[ [W^*(t) - W(t)] = (1/2) \sigma^2 (f(t) - f^*(t))^2 = (1/2) \sigma^2 \Psi(t)^2. \]

The terms \( W^*(t) \) with the asterisk refer to the case where the debt ratio is always optimal \( f^*(t) \) but \textit{time varying}, and the terms \( W(t) \) refer to the actual debt ratios \( f(t) \) during the period. In figure 2, if one thought that \( f_1 \) was the optimum debt ratio at time \( t \) when it is really \( f^* \), the loss of expected growth of net worth during the period of length \( dt \) is \( (W^* - W_1) \).

There are several important implications of eqn. (18). First, as \( f(t) \) rises above \( f^*(t) \), the economy’s growth of net worth is ever more vulnerable to shocks, from the capital gains, productivity of capital and the interest rate. This occurs because actual growth eq. (16) is the sum of expected growth \( W(f(t)) \) plus the random term. When there is an excess debt, expected growth
declines. Bankruptcy and a crisis become ever more probable. Second, one can never know what is the “true” model and hence what is the “true” optimal debt ratio \( f^*(t) \). One chooses what seems to be the optimal debt ratio based upon what seems to be the correct model. There will always be a specification error at any time \( t \) measured as the excess debt \( \Psi(t) = (f(t) - f^*(t)) \). Eqn. (19), which is the integral of eq. (18), states precisely what is the loss of expected growth of net worth as a result of using a non-optimal control, debt ratio \( f(t) \).

\[
(19) \ E[\ln X^*(T) - \ln X(T)] = \int_T^T [W^*(t) - W(t)]dt = (1/2) \int_T^T \sigma^2 \Psi(t)^2 dt.
\]

Third, errors of using non-optimal debt ratios do not average out. Suppose that the optimal debt ratio is \( f^* \) in figure 2 for two periods. In period \( t = 1 \) the actual ratio is \( f_1 \), in period \( t = 2 \) it is \( f_2 \). The average is \( f^* \). Excess debt \( \Psi^2(t) = (f_1 - f^*)^2 = (f_2 - f^*)^2 \) corresponds to the sacrifice of expected growth \( (W^* - W_1) = (1/2)(\sigma^2 \Psi(t)^2 \) in each period.

Third, errors of using non-optimal debt ratios do not average out. Suppose that the optimal debt ratio is \( f^* \) in figure 2 for two periods. In period \( t = 1 \) the actual ratio is \( f_1 \), in period \( t = 2 \) it is \( f_2 \), and the average is \( (1/2)(f_1 + f_2) = f^* \). The square of the errors are \( \Psi(t)^2 \) imply a loss of \( (W^* - W_1) \) in each period so that the errors of using an incorrect debt ratio do not average out to zero.

Model I is a special case of the general model above. It is based upon the “no free lunch” constraint. This constraint is satisfied by assuming that the price equation is an ergodic mean reversion (Ornstein-Ulenbeck) process. A specific equation is thereby obtained for the drift \( a(t) \), which is substituted into eqn. (15) and an optimal debt ratio is determined. This is our preferred model from which we derive Early Warning Signals of a debt crisis. First, we explain the how the violation of the “no free lunch” constraint below led to the housing bubble and its collapse. Second, the specific price equation, corresponding to (9), is developed. Third, the optimal debt ratio, corresponding to (15), is derived for Model I.

3.1. The No Free Lunch Constraint

A crucial requirement in selecting an optimizing model is that the drift \( a(t) \) in the capital gains equation (9) should be constrained to avoid bubbles or non-sustainable debt ratios. Models I and II build in the constraint. The “market” used model III that led to improper estimates of the drift \( a(t) \), and hence to incorrect and unsustainable debt ratios. This serious error led to the bubble and the crisis. A bubble is a situation described by equation (20) where: (i) net worth grows due to the capital gains, (ii) the capital gain \( \pi(t) \) exceeds \( i(t) \) the interest on the debt, (iii) which in turn exceeds the productivity of capital. The only way that the borrower can pay the interest is by cashing in on the capital-gain.

\[
\pi(t) > i(t) > \beta(t) .
\]

BUBBLE \( \pi(t) = \text{capital gain} = [\ln P(t+\delta t) - \ln P(t)]/\delta t \)

The no free lunch constraint is that the price of an asset cannot continue to grow at a rate greater than the rate of interest for any significant period. Say that the borrower incurs a debt \( L(t) \) to purchase capital \( K(t) \), such as “housing”, \( L(t) = K(t) > 0 \). Cash flow is \( K(t) \pi(t) \) and interest payments are \( i(t)L(t) \). As occurred in the debt crisis described in part 1, as long as the net cash flow \( [(\pi(t) - i(t)] \) was positive, more debt was refinanced to either spend or purchase a newer home. One has a money machine. Continue to borrow and spend, and pay the interest from the capital gain. A situation where there is a “free lunch”, or “money machine” where \( [(\pi(t) - i(t)] > 0 \), is not sustainable.

Alternatively, let \( PV(t) \) in eq. (21) be the present value of the asset. The trend price is \( P^*(t) = P^*(0) \exp (\rho t) \), where \( \rho \) is the trend and \( i \) is the nominal rate of interest.
(21) \( PV(t) = P^*(0) e^{(\rho - i)t} \).

If the trend rate \( \rho \) exceeds the nominal rate of interest, the present value becomes infinitely large over time. This condition, which violates the “no free lunch” constraint, is not sustainable.

Figure 1 and table 1/histogram describe the statistics underlying the capital gains CAPGAINS variable \( \pi(t) \), the four-quarter appreciation of US housing prices. Figure 1 shows that there have been upward and downward trends in capital gains variable during the period 1976q2 through 2007q3. Table 1/Histogram shows that the distribution of \( \pi(t) \) percent/year, is highly skewed to the right. These extreme observations are the bubble years. The distribution in table 1 is unlikely to be normal as seen by the low probability of the Jarque-Bera statistic. The median appreciation over the entire sample period is 5.2\% p.a. During the bubble period 2004-2007, the 30-year mortgage rate fluctuated between 6 and 6.5\% pa. It is reasonable to argue that the longer run real appreciation of housing prices was not significantly greater than “the mortgage rate of interest”. Over the longer run, there was “no free lunch”.

A large debt is risky insofar as the first term in (8) becomes negative due to adverse shocks. A sufficient condition for the bubble to burst is that eq. (20) is succeed by eq. (22), that the capital gain \( \pi(t) \) falls below \( i(t) \) the interest on the debt. It is not necessary that \( \pi < 0 \) prices decline.

(22) \( \pi < i \).  

\( \text{BURST} \)

Term \((\beta(t) - i(t))\) was negative in the bubble years. When the bubble burst in year 2007, the cash flow plus the positive or negative capital gain was insufficient to service the debt \( \beta(t) + \pi(t) < i(t) \). The borrowers were not able to refinance/cash in the capital gain, at the low old interest rate. The net worth in equation (8) declined. The fatal error made by the market, as pointed out in part 1 above, was to discount the probability that that eqn. (20) would be followed by eqn. (22).
Table 1. Histogram and statistics of CAPGAINS, the four-quarter appreciation of US housing prices, percent/year: $\pi(t) = \frac{[P(t+1) - P(t)]}{P(t)}$. This is the same variable normalized in figure 1.

3.2. The Price equation

The unpredictable stochastic variable is the $dP(t)$ term in equation (8) for the change in net worth. Model I assumes that the logarithm of the price of the asset has a time trend $\rho$. This trend is constrained to be less than or equal to the nominal rate of interest, the no free lunch constraint. There is also a deviation $y(t)$ between the logarithm of the price and the trend. The price $P(t)$ satisfies (23) where $P = P(0)$. Deviation from trend $y(t)$ is observable from observations of the price $P(t)$, equation (24).

(23) $P(t) = P \exp [\rho t + y(t)]$, $\rho \leq i$.

(24) $y(t) = \ln P(t) - \ln P - \rho t$.

Model I assumes that deviation $y(t)$ is a zero mean Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which is the solution of stochastic differential eqn.(25). Coefficients $\alpha$ and $\sigma$ are positive constants and $w(t)$ is a Wiener process. The solution is that $y(t)$ is normally distributed with a zero mean and a variance of $(\sigma^2/2\alpha)$, eqn. (25a).

(25) $dy(t) = -\alpha y(t)dt + \sigma dw(t)$, $y(0) = 0$.

(25a) $\lim y(t) \sim N(0, \sigma^2/2\alpha)$.

---

5 This model is inspired by the work of Platen-Rebello, Bielecki-Pliska and Fleming (1999, parts 2 and 4).
From (23) and (24) using Ito’s stochastic differential rule \(dP(t)/P(t)\) is
\[
(26) \quad dP(t) = P(t) \left\{ (\rho + (1/2) \sigma^2 - \alpha y(t))dt + \sigma dw(t) \right\}
\]
Equation (26) corresponds to eqn. (9). Drift \(a(t)\) in the general model is eqn. (27) in model I.
\[
(9) \quad dP(t) = P(t)[a(t) dt + \sigma dw(t)]. \quad \text{General Model}
\]
\[
(27) \quad a(t) = (\rho + (1/2) \sigma^2 - \alpha y(t)). \quad \text{Model I}
\]
From (24), (25) and (27), it follows that \(a(t)\) is observable from observations of the price history. Notice that price \(P(t)\) will have a downward or an upward drift insofar as \(y(t)\) is greater or less than \([\rho + (1/2) \sigma^2]/\alpha\).

### 3.3. Optimization

Substitute the value of \(a(t)\) from eqn. (27) into equation (15) for the general model. One obtains eqn. (28) for the optimal debt ratio \(f^*(t)\) in Model I. Each component is observable.

**Model I. Optimal debt/net worth.**

\[
(28) \quad f^*(t) = \frac{[\beta(t) - r(t)] - (1/2) \sigma^2 - \alpha y(t)}{\sigma^2} = \frac{[\beta(t) - (i(t) - \rho)] - (1/2) \sigma^2 - \alpha y(t)}{\sigma^2}
\]

The first component of eq. (28), \([\beta(t) - r(t) - (1/2) \sigma^2]\) is the risk adjusted difference between the current productivity of capital and the current real rate of interest. The condition \(r(t) \geq 0\) means that the estimate of the trend cannot exceed the rate of interest. The second term \(y(t)\) is the deviation of the price of the asset from its long term trend (eqn. 24).

### 4. Model II. Two State Markov Jump Process

Model II is inspired by Rishel (2006) which has several similarities with the one by Blanchet-Scalliet et al (2007). The basic idea is that the probabilistic drift term \(a(t)\) in eqn. (9) above is described by eqn. (29). The first component \(\rho\) is a long term price trend that is not greater than the mean nominal rate of interest. The second is jump Markov process with states \(a > 0\) and \(b < 0\). When the process is in state \(a > 0\), prices are growing faster than trend, and when the process is in state \(b < 0\), the prices are growing below trend. Assume that the Markov process has a generator where the expected time that the drift is in good state \(a > 0\) is \((1/c)\), and the expected time that the drift is in the bad state \(b < 0\) is \((1/k)\). The conditional probability that the system is in the good state \(a > 0\) is \(1 > g(t) > 0\).

\[
(29) \quad a(t) = \rho + ag(t) + b(1-g(t)), \quad a > 0 > b.
\]
Equation (30) based upon (29) corresponds to eqn. (9) in the general model. In addition to the probabilistic drift, there is the innovation term $\sigma \nu(t)$, where $\nu(t)$ is a Wiener process.

\[
\text{(30) } \frac{dP(t)}{P(t)} = [\rho + ag(t) + b(1-g(t))]dt + \sigma \nu(t)
\]

Substitute the value of $a(t)$ in eqn. (29) in the equation (15) of the general Model to derive eqn. (31), the optimal debt ratio in Model II. Define the real rate of interest $r(t)$ as the nominal rate of interest $i(t)$ less the long term drift $\rho$, and constrain $r(t)$ to be non-negative.

```
Model II. Optimal ratio of debt/net worth
(31) \frac{f^*(t)}{\beta(t)} = \left[ b(t) - r(t) + a\frac{k}{(c+k)} + b(1-\frac{k}{(c+k)}) - \sigma^2 \right] / \sigma^2 \quad r = i - \rho \geq 0.
```

Rishel provides structure to conditional probability $g(t)$. Nonlinear filtering results imply that the stochastic differential equation for the conditional probability $g(t)$ is eqn. (32). The innovation term is $d\nu(t)$, where $\nu(t)$ is a Wiener process. The limit of the conditional expectation $g(t)$ is the expected fraction of time that the drift is in the good state. Thus $\lim E[g(t)] = g^* = k/(c+k)$ in eqn. (32a).

\[
\text{(32) } dg(t) = [-cg(t) + k(1-g(t))]dt + ((a-b)/\sigma)g(t)(1-g(t)) \nu(t)
\]

\[
\text{(32a) } \lim E[g(t)] = g^* = k/(c+k) = \text{expected fraction of time in good state.}
\]

The productivity of capital $\beta(t)$ and the rate of interest $i(t)$ are observable. The conditional probability $g(t)$ is not observable; however, the expected fraction of time in the good state (where prices are rising faster than the long-term trend), $g^*$ and risk $\sigma$ can be estimated from figure 1 and table 1 over the sample period. One could use $g(t) = g^* = k/(c+k)$ in (31) to derive another estimate of the optimal debt ratio, eq. (31a).

\[
\text{(31a) } f^*(t) = [\beta(t) - r(t) + \frac{k}{(c+k)} + b(1-\frac{k}{(c+k)}) - \sigma^2] / \sigma^2 \quad r = i - \rho \geq 0.
\]

Thus the estimates of the optimal debt ratio $f^*(t)$ from eq. (28) and (31a) - but not from (31) where $g(t)$ is the solution of (32) - can be compared with the actual debt ratio $f(t)$. In any event eqn. (18) shows the errors resulting from misspecification.

5. Application to Subprime Mortgage Crisis

Recall Greenspan’s statement: “This modern risk-management paradigm held sway for decades. The whole intellectual edifice, however, collapsed in the summer of last year [2007].”

---

6 See Rishel for the proofs. A similar analysis is in Blanchet-Scalliet et al.
7 Crouhy et al provide a detailed description of the Subprime Mortgage Crisis of 2007.
On the basis of the stochastic optimal control analysis in this paper, we answer the following questions. What is an optimal debt ratio? How should one measure an excessive debt? What are Early Warning Signals (EWS) of a debt crisis? A caveat is that even models designed by geniuses are subject to error and uncertainties. One can never be sure what is the correct way to model the stochastic processes. For this reason, I use both Models I and II to estimate \( f^*(t) \) the optimal debt ratio. Equation (18)/fig. 2 show the how errors of estimate of the optimal debt ratio \( f^*(t) \) affect the expected growth of net worth.

The analysis proceeds in two parts. First, we explain what determined \( f(t) \) the actual debt ratio that led to the crisis. It seems that the market optimized what I call Model III. Second, we present the EWS in a relatively general way that is compatible with both constrained optimizing models I and II. Our strategy is to estimate the excess debt \( \Psi(t) = f(t) - f^*(t) \) and use it in the manner suggested by figure 2/eqn. (18). Our EWS, based upon the standard deviation of the excess debt, stresses the probabilistic nature of the analysis.

5.1. The Bubble and Collapse

Demyanyk and Van Hemert (D-VH) had a data base consisting of one half of the US subprime mortgages originated during the period 2001-2006. I interpret their study on the basis of the SOC analysis above. At every mortgage age, loans originating in 2006 had a higher delinquency rate than in all the other years since 2001. They examined the relation between the probability \( \Pi \) of delinquency/foreclosure/binary variable \( z = \{1, 0\} \), denoted as \( \Pi = \Pr(z) \) and sensible economic variables, vector \( X \). They investigated to what extent a logit\(^8\) regression \( \Pi = \Pr(z) = \Phi(\beta X) \) can explain the high level of delinquencies of vintage 2006 mortgage loans. Vector \( \beta \) is the estimated regression coefficients.

They estimated vector \( \beta \) based upon a random sample of one million first-lien subprime mortgage loans originated between 2001 and 2006. The first part to their study provides estimates of \( \beta \), the vector of regression coefficients and the importance of the variables in vector \( X \). The second part inquires why the year 2006 was so bad. The approach is based upon the equation (33). The contribution \( C(i) \) of component \( X_i \) in vector \( X \) to the probability of default in year 2006 relative to the mean is:

\[\text{A logit model specifies that the probability that } z = 1 \text{ is:} \]
\[
\Pr(z = 1) = \frac{\exp(X\beta)}{[1 + \exp (X\beta)]}. \]
\[
\text{Hence } \ln \left\{ \frac{\Pr(z=1)}{\Pr(z=0)} \right\} = X\beta.
\]
(33) \( C(i) = (\delta \Pi / \delta X_i) dX_i = \Phi(\beta X_m + \beta_i dX_i) - \Phi(\beta X_m), \quad m = \text{mean value} \)

The probability of delinquency when the vector \( X \) is at its mean value is \( \Phi(\beta X_m) \). The added probability resulting from the change in component \( X_i \) in 2006 comes from \( \beta_i dX_i \) where \( \beta_i \) is the regression coefficient of element \( X_i \) whose change was \( dX_i \).

Table 2 below (based upon D-VH, table 3) displays the largest factors that made the delinquencies and foreclosures in year 2006 worse than the mean over the entire period. For year 2006, the largest contribution to delinquency and to foreclosure was the low house price appreciation. It accounted for 1.08% of the greater delinquencies and 0.61% for the greater foreclosures. The debt/income, the balloon dummy and the documentation variables are significantly smaller.

Table 2. Contribution \( C(i) \) of factors to probability of delinquency and defaults 2006, relative to mean for the period 2001-2006. Source: D-VH, table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable ( X(i) ), see D-VH table 2 for definitions</th>
<th>Contribution ( C(i) ) to delinquency rate</th>
<th>Contribution ( C(i) ) to foreclosure rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House price appreciation</td>
<td>1.08 %</td>
<td>0.61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt/income</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2, the sketch of the sub-prime mortgage story in part 1 and the violation of the “no free lunch” constraint in part (3.1) above explain how the excess debt \( \Psi(t) \) led to the crisis. The bubble started with eq. (20). Risk was assumed to be low because of the high capital gains relative to the interest rate, and value of collateral/equity was rising. An entire structure of financial instruments/derivatives was based upon these mortgages. The collapse occurred when eqn. (22) occurred. This is consistent with the table above.

5.2. Model III

The market seems to have followed Model III where the estimate of drift \( a(t) \) in the general price equation (9) was Bayesian equation (34). The posterior estimate of the drift \( a(t+1) \)

---

9 I am drawing upon DeGroot chapter 9 for an analysis of Bayesian estimation.
is a linear combination of the prior $a(t)$ and a sample which is the recent price appreciation $\pi(t) = [P(t+1) - P(t)]/P(t)$. For simplicity assume that the weight $1 > m > 0$ is constant. Solve (34) for $a(t)$ and derive (35), whose limit is (36). The drift $a(t)$ converges to recent capital gains $\pi(s)$, where $(t-s)$ is distance from present time $t$. Therefore the “optimal” debt ratio selected by the market is eqn. (37), where drift (36) is substituted into the optimal debt ratio eqn. (15) for the general case.

**Market/ Model III**

(34) $a(t+1) = ma(t) + (1 - m(t))\pi(t), \ 1 > m > 0$

(35) $a(t+1) = a(0)m^{t+1} + (1-m)\sum\pi(s)m^{t-s}. \ t \geq s \geq 0$

(36) $\lim a(t) = (1-m)\sum\pi(s)m^{t-s}$

(37) $f(t) = [(1-m)\sum\pi(s)m^{t-s} + \beta(t) - i(t) - \sigma^2]/\sigma^2$

Table 1 describes the statistics underlying the capital gains variable $\text{CAPGAIN} = \pi(t)$, which is the four-quarter appreciation of US housing prices. The distribution is highly skewed to the right. These extreme observations are the bubble years. During the period 2005-2006, the actual capital gains ranged from 12% to 13% per annum. There were no significant declines in housing prices during the sample period in table 1. The 30-year mortgage interest rate, during 2004-07, fluctuated between 6 to 6.5% per annum. Hence the market estimated drift in (34)/(36) is dominated by recent $\pi(t)$. This means that $a(t) - i(t) \sim \pi(t) - i(t) \sim 0.12 - 0.06 = 0.06$ per year. Hence the market assume that the “optimal debt ratio” $f(t)$ was quite high, as seen in figure 1.

There are several grave deficiencies to Model III. First, it ignores the economic constraint that there is “no free lunch/ no money machine”. As was explained in part 3.1 above, one cannot continue to borrow and spend, and pay the interest from the capital gain. A situation where there is a “free lunch” or “money machine” where $(\pi(t) - i(t)) > 0$ is not sustainable.

The second deficiency of Model III concerns an economic feedback from the prior $a(t)$ to the subsequent “sample” or capital gain $\pi(t+1)$ in eq. (34). The market debt ratio $f(t)$ in the Model III/eq. (37) was highly influenced by $\pi(t)$, the recent capital gains. Recent price appreciation induced the market to raise the estimate of future drift. The demand for the asset rose, which further raised the price. This feedback from the prior $a(t)$ to the subsequent “sample” $\pi(t+1)$ produced the illusion of a “free lunch”. The optimal debt ratio should have been based upon Model I/eq. (28) or Model II/eq.(31a), where the drift was constrained.
6. Estimates of Excess Debt, Early Warning Signal of a Crisis

An Early Warning Signal of a debt crisis is a series of excessive debts $\Psi(t) = f(t) - f^*(t) > 0$. As shown in figure 2/eq. (19), the loss of growth from non-optimal debt ratios over a period $(0,T)$ is

$$E[\ln X^*(T) - \ln X(T)] = \int_0^T [W^*(t) - W(t)] dt = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^T \sigma^2 \Psi(t)^2 dt.$$ 

When the debt ratio $f(t)$ exceeds $f_{max}$ in figure 2, the expected growth is negative. A crisis is likely when $\int_0^T \sigma^2 \Psi(t)^2 dt$ is large. The next question is: What are the appropriate measures of the actual and the optimal debt ratio to evaluate $\Psi(t)$? For reasons discussed below, I use normalized variables where the normalization (N) of a variable $Z(t)$ called $N(Z) = [Z(t) - \text{mean } Z]/\text{standard deviation}$. The mean of $N(Z)$ is zero and its standard deviation is unity.

For the actual debt ratio I shall use the debt burden $i(t)L(t)/Y(t)$. There is a great heterogeneity in interest rates charged to the subprime borrowers depending upon the terms of the mortgage, so it is difficult to state exactly what corresponds to $i(t)$ in the analysis above. I therefore use “Household Debt Service Payments as a Percent of Disposable Personal Income”\footnote{This is series TDSP in FRED.} as a measure of $iL/Y$ the debt burden. This includes all household debt, not just the mortgage debt, because the capital gains led to a general rise in consumption and debt. The normalized value of the debt service $N(f)$ or debt burden, is equation (38), which is graphed in figure 3 as DEBTSERVICE. This is measured in units of standard deviations from the mean of zero. There is a dramatic deviation above the mean from 1998 to 2006.

$$N(f) = [f(t) - \text{mean}]/\text{standard deviation} \sim \text{DEBTSERVICE} = [i(t)L(t)/Y(t) - \text{mean}]/\text{standard deviation}.$$ 

As noted in the introduction, one can never be sure what is the correct way to model the stochastic processes. Therefore a rather flexible approach will be taken to estimate the optimal debt ratio $f^*(t)$, so that it captures the essence of alternative optimal debt ratios from Model I and Model II.

The optimum debt ratio $f^*$ based upon Model I is eqn. (28). From the histogram of the capital gains in table 1, the mean capital gain was 5.4% per annum with a standard deviation of 2.9%. It is reasonable to argue that, over a long period, the longer run real appreciation of housing prices was not significantly different from “the mortgage rate of interest”, $(i-\rho) = r = 0$. The optimal debt ratio from (28) should be (28a) below. In Model II the optimal debt ratio is
(31), but conditional expectation $g(t)$ is not observable. However, the limit of the expectation $Eg(t) = g^* = k/(c+k)^*$ is observable.

(28a) $f^*(t) = [(\beta(t) - (1/2)\sigma^2 - \alpha y(t))/\sigma^2].$  
Model I.

(31) $f^*(t) = [\beta(t) - r(t) + a g(t) + b(1-g(t)) - \sigma^2]/\sigma^2$  
$r = i - \rho \geq 0$.  
Model II

Normalize the optimum debt ratios from Models I and II, respectively. Thereby equation (39/I) is obtained from Model I/eq. (28a). The expected deviation $Ey(t) = 0$ and $\beta = E\beta(t)$.

Equation (40/II) is obtained from (31) by assuming that $r(t) = i(t) - \rho = 0$.

(39/I) $N(f^*) = [(\beta(t) - \beta)]/\sigma(\beta)$
(40/II) $N(f^*) = [(\beta(t) - \beta)] + [(a-b)(g(t) - g^*)]/\sigma(\beta)$

The common feature for both models is $[(\beta(t) - \beta)]$ the deviation of the return on capital from its mean value over the entire period. We must estimate $\beta(t)$, the productivity of capital. The productivity of housing capital is the implicit net rental income/value of the home plus a convenience yield in owning one’s home. Assume that the convenience yield in owning a home has been relatively constant. Approximate the return $\beta(t)$ by using the ratio of rental income/disposable personal income$^{11}$. One has data for each variable in Model I/eq (28a) (39/I).

For Model II the conditional probability $g(t)$, that the drift is in state $a > 0$, is unobservable. However, $g^* = k/(c+k)$ is observable, see figure 1.

The common core for the optimal ratio in both models is term $[(\beta(t) - \beta)]/\sigma(\beta)$. In figure 3/eqn. (41) variable RENTRATIO is the normalized return, measured in units of standard deviation from the mean.

(41) $N(f^*) - [\beta(t) - \beta]/\sigma(\beta) = \text{RENT RATIO} \quad \beta = E\beta(t) = \text{mean}$

= (rental income/disposable personal income – mean)/standard deviation.

The next question is how to estimate the excess debt $\Psi(t)$ that corresponds to eq.18/figure 2, and is consistent with alternative estimates of the optimal debt.

The approach used here is to estimate excess debt $\Psi(t) = (f(t) - f^*(t))$ by using the difference between two normalized variables $N(f) - N(f^*)$, equation (42). This difference is measured in standard deviations.

(42) $\Psi(t) \sim N[f(t)] - N[f^*(t)] = \text{DEBT SERVICE} - \text{RENT RATIO}$.

---

$^{11}$ I do not have reliable estimates of $K(t)$ the value of housing.
6.1. Early Warning Signals

An Early Warning Signal EWS is that the excess debt, based upon the common core of Models I and II, is significantly large - measured in standard deviations. Each term in Model I eq. (39/I), is observable. Hence equation (42) can be supplemented by an estimate of \( y(t) \) the deviation of the price from trend. The trend used must not be greater than the rate of interest. An EWS, based upon an excess debt \( \Psi(t) = N[f(t)] - N[f^*(t)] \), can be seen as the difference between the two curves graphed in figure 3. Assume that over the entire period 1980 – 2007 the debt ratio was not excessive. Figure 1 shows that, over the period 1980 – 2004, the capital gains exceeded the mean for several years and fell below it for another period of time. The histogram table 1 shows that the mean capital gain \( \pi(t) = [P(t+1) – P(t)]/P(t) = 5.4\% \) pa was close to the mortgage rates of interest from 2004q1 to 2008q1 ranging from 5.7 to 6.2\% pa.

After 2004, very clear EWS are seen from figure 3. First, the optimal debt ratio \( f^*(t) \), measured by normalized RENTRATIO/eq. (41) common to both Models I and II, was significantly below\(^{12}\) the normalized actual/market ratio, measured by DEBTSERVICE. Second, from 2003 to 2004, the capital gains exceeded the mean. Hence in Model I/eq. (39/I) deviation \( y(t) \) was positive. By either estimate of the optimal debt, Model I eq. (39/I) or the common core of Models I and II, eq. (41)/graph RENTRATIO, there was an excess debt \( \Psi(t) > 0 \).

The actual debt was induced by \([\pi(t) – i(t)]\), the high capital gains and low interest rates during 2002 – 2005. See market equation (37). From year 2000, the productivity of capital RENTRATIO was not rising, but the debt ratio was significantly above its mean and rising rapidly. The rising debt could only be serviced from capital gains. The excess debt \( \Psi(t) = N[f(t)] – N[f^*(t)] \) in 2004 was two standard deviations. Deviation \( \Psi(t) \) of more than two standard deviations is an EWS of a crisis.

---

\(^{12}\) The rent ratio is rental income/disposable personal income. The numerator, which is actual rental income, series RENTIN in data bank FRED, fell drastically.
STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL ANALYSIS OF DEBT CRISIS

The only thing that held off the crisis was the capital gain in excess of the interest rate. As soon as the appreciation $\pi(t)$ became less than interest rate $i(t)$, there would be no capital gains that could be converted into cash to pay the interest. There was a high probability that shocks would lower net worth. When eq. (20) inevitably becomes eqn (22), a crisis is expected with the consequent delinquencies, bankruptcies and defaults. This indeed occurred. As D-VH found, the most significant variable in explaining why year 2006 was so bad was that housing price appreciation disappeared. (i) Falling housing prices was the most significant variable accounting for the rise in the delinquency and default rates in table 1. (ii) There was a negative correlation between the rate of house-price appreciation and level of sub-prime delinquencies among metropolitan statistical areas\(^\text{13}\).

\(^{13}\) See Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (2007).
7. Conclusions

Why did the financial markets fail to anticipate the recent debt crises, despite the large literature in mathematical finance concerning optimal portfolio allocation and stopping rules? What lessons should be learned from the crisis?

The object of optimal risk management is to select a ratio of debt/net worth that will maximize the expected growth of net worth, equal to capital less debt. This is a risk averse strategy. The growth of net worth depends upon several stochastic variables: the asset price, the interest rate and productivity of capital. This paper derives an optimal debt/net worth ratio and explains what are the consequences of having a debt ratio that exceeds the optimal. In the period 2003 - 07, the debt ratio was excessive. Too much risk was assumed for the expected return.

The mathematical finance literature concerning credit risk used by the “Quants” is mainly concerned with transferring risk to other institutions. In this paper, a more macroeconomic approach stresses systemic risk, a row of dominos. The optimizer in this paper must be the industry as a whole.

No one can be sure what is the correct model. An optimal debt ratio is derived in a general model where the drift of the price of the asset is probabilistic. Several special cases are considered. Each model imposes an economic constraint that the trend of the asset price cannot exceed the mean rate of interest. Otherwise, a “free lunch” is possible: borrow to purchase the asset and refinance/pay the interest from the capital gains.

The optimal debt ratio is derived in each model. Model I assumes that the asset price has a trend and the deviation from this trend is an Ornstein-Ulenbeck ergodic mean reversion process. The derived optimal debt ratio contains observable and measurable variables. Model II also contains a probabilistic drift above and below this trend. Both Models I and II imply that the optimal debt ratio depends positively upon the difference between the current productivity of capital and its mean value, divided by the standard deviation. Model I implies that the optimal debt ratio also depends negatively upon the deviation of the asset price from its long-term trend, which cannot exceed the interest rate. When the return to capital is below its mean and the asset price is its long term trend, the optimal debt ratio should be reduced.

Model III describes the “market optimization”. The market used a Bayesian analysis of the price drift. The posterior estimate of the drift was a weighted average of the prior and the recent price trend. The latter exceeded the rate of interest from 2000 to 2004. The high posterior
estimate of the drift led to an excessive debt and the bubble. The market ignored the “no free lunch” constraint” where the interest on the debt could only be paid from the capital gain. Moreover, “Herd behavior” leading to bubbles was generated. Recent capital gains raise the posterior, which in turn induces a demand for the asset, which raises the price that in turn further raises the subsequent prior.

The vulnerability of the borrowing firm to shocks from either the return to capital, the interest rate or capital gain, increases in proportion to the difference between the Actual and Optimal debt ratio, called the excess debt. A general operational measure of excess debt is derived and, on the basis of stochastic models I and II, we show that it is an early warning signal of the recent crisis. The market debt ratio deviated considerably from either estimate of the constrained optimal in Models I and II.

This interdisciplinary paper is aimed at both applied mathematicians who are looking for applications of the mathematics and to economists who may be looking for analytical tools for purposes of policy.
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